
Daniel Leo Simpson
Sticky Note
1st Viola Concerto in C min.April 24, 1970This was my very first and successful classical composition.  I had started the University of Arizona in Fall 1969 so this is the following April.  You can therefore see the evidence of learning first year Music Theory with the Roman Numerals.  Since I had played percussion (timpani) through high school I put aside percussion for strings to better study composition and took up the viola at that time. I picked it up quickly but only progressed to a certain point then stopped, unable to move forward beyond the talent I had. My fingers simply would not move fast enough. But I learned the Alto clef and moved from timpani in my first two years at the university to the Viola section in my 2nd two years. Here I continued to study scores like crazy. In school I had listened to records like crazy - analyzing them, studying them, repeating them over and over until I knew every little nuance. Then as a composition major at the University I did the same thing - but now with scores. I had never held a classical score in my hand before....I was in heaven....I was exactly where I knew I should be doing exactly what I should be doing: Composing...Notice the first use of the treble clef for the "S" in Simpson. Now I use the acute acute accent over the "e" in Léo for distinction rather than the treble clef...
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Daniel Leo Simpson
Sticky Note
haha ;)Well, stems going the wrong way, but ok, it's a start ;).Although I played percussion all through junior/high school, when I entered U of A in Fall 1969 I knew I needed to take strings so I picked up the viola - so this is why the first composition was for viola.  Stephen Burg played piano for me in our theory class as we performed this with me on viola.  You know, Anna Mae Sharp was that theory teacher and the only one who believed or took any interest in me.  Little did she know that she was listening to the very first piece that would turn into what is has now.  She even came to the reading of the "Concerto for Orchestra" at the end of the school year.  She really made an effort.  I will never forget her for that.  She must have been at least 80 which I took this class but she was beautiful and full of life.  Thank you thank you thank you Anna Mae Sharp.
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So this was from my first piece ever composed - the theory class I took when entering college by Anna Mae Sharp called for a homework assignment - I wrote this for Viola, which I played in class, with Steve Burg who accompanied me; it was dreadful probably but Miss Sharp (80 years of age) truly saw something in me.  She was the only one in the University who ever did.  I'll never forget her for that. It looks like I'm re-working it here...this is the more standardized manuscript paper I used.  I still have the beatup original I used when I performed it in that Freshman theory class.  I was studying Italian now, so named it "La Coza" or "The Thing" which was the James Arness movie Joan and I grew up watching.  So there was an Italian reference and a movie reference.
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First notation copy, 32 years later....
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